In this paper we define a new space, LH(X,Y), consisting of functions
Introduction
The principal aim of this paper is to study the space LH(X,Y), some of its properties and its relations with other known notions. The idea of this space comes from Lip 0 (X,Y) and Höl 0 (X,Y), and some of the results obtained are strictly related to some generalised versions of well known concepts largely used when dealing with Lip 0 (e.g. norm attainment). We take inspiration by this interesting example for the name of the space LH: L stays for Lip 0 , and H stays for Höl 0 . We start by recalling some facts about Lip 0 and its generalised version Höl 0 , which will lead to the question that gives birth to LH. Example 1.1. Consider two Banach spaces S 1 , S 2 . We define Lip 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) to be the space of Lipschitz maps f : S 1 → S 2 such that f (0) = 0. We endow this space with the following norm:
x − y S1 , x = y} (1.1)
We refer to [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] for the theory of Lip 0 . We now define a generalised version of this space, which contains Hölder maps instead of just Lipschitz maps (recall that any Lipschitz map is also Hölder). We will denote by Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) the space of Hölder maps f : S 1 → S 2 such that f (0) = 0. Consider the following function · Höl0 : Höl 0 (S 1 ,S 2 ) → R + 0 :
is the set of values that α can assume so that f Höl0 is not infinite (this condition is in general necessary because a Hölder map with a certain exponent α 1 could be Hölder with other exponents, but often it is not Hölder ∀α > 0. For example, every bounded Lipschitz function f : A ⊆ R → R is also Hölder ∀α ∈ (0, 1); if instead we take f : R → R defined by f (x) = x (which is unbounded and Lipschitz), we can easily see that sup |x−y| |x−y| α = +∞ when α ∈ (0, 1), and hence these values of α do not belong to A α (this way, · Höl0 will not be infinite)). We will assume, in this example, that S 1 is also compact (the reason will be clear in Proposition 1.1). We now verify that · Höl0 is a norm on Höl 0 . First of all, we prove that (when S 1 is compact) Höl 0 is a vector space over R:
Proof. All the axioms of vector space are easily seen to be satisfied. We only prove the closure under addition. Notice that:
Since S 1 is compact, the norm (which is a continuous function on the metric (Banach) space S 1 ) is bounded, and hence (the following holds when α f ≥ α g ; obviously, it also holds in the case α g ≥ α f for an analogous reason):
This leads to the conclusion that Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) is a vector space over R when S 1 is compact, and the proof is concluded. Now, since by its definition f Höl0 ≥ 0 ∀f ∈ Höl 0 (S 1 ,S 2 ), we only have to verify the following:
It is obvious that if f ≡ 0, then f Höl0 = 0. The converse also holds, because the supremum of a non negative quantity is 0 iff the quantity itself is always 0, which implies f (x) − f (y) S2 = 0 ∀x = y (and therefore ∀x, y, because if x = y obviously f (x) = f (y)), and hence (since · S2 is a norm) that f is constant on S 1 . But since f (0) = 0 by definition of Höl 0 , f must be the 0 function. Thus, (i) is satisfied. For (ii), notice that, ∀k ∈ R:
To prove (iii), note that:
Thus, we shall endow Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) with the norm · Höl0 . We conclude by verifying that Höl 0 is a Banach space when S 1 is compact. Consider any Cauchy sequence {f n } in Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ). Then:
Now let y = 0. Since f n ∈ Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ), f n (y) = 0 ∀n. Therefore, since f n is Cauchy and f Höl0 is the supremum given by (1.2), we have that, ∀ǫ > 0:
∀x ∈ S 1 , ∀α ∈ A α and ∀n, m ≥ N . This implies that {f n (x)} is a Cauchy sequence in S 2 (to conclude this, notice that x α S1 is bounded because S 1 is compact. Another way to prove this is by noting that x is fixed, and hence the sequence is Cauchy). Consequently, since S 2 is Banach by hypothesis, we know
Turning to the general case, we have that, ∀ǫ > 0:
we get:
which implies:
f n − f Höl0 ≤ ǫ Thus, f n → f in Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ), with f ∈ Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) (note that f (0) = lim n→+∞ f n (0) = 0), and Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) is Banach. Since obviously (considering S 1 compact) Lip 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) ⊆ Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ), and both these spaces are normed (and actually Banach), it is natural to wonder when f Höl0 ≡ f Lip0 for f ∈ Lip 0 (S 1 , S 2 ). We will denote the space of all functions in Lip 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) such that f Höl0 ≡ f Lip0 by LH(Lip 0 (S 1 , S 2 ), Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 )). It is clear that f Lip0 ≤ f Höl0 ∀f ∈ Lip 0 (S 1 , S 2 ). However, the converse inequality ( f Höl0 ≤ f Lip0 ) does not necessarily hold in general.
More generally, this particular case (which will also lead us to consider some interesting properties for LH(X,Y)) suggests us the following: 
In the previous example, X = Lip 0 (S 1 , S 2 ), Y = Höl 0 (S 1 , S 2 ) (with S 1 compact). We do not require, in general, that X and Y are Banach spaces; we only assume them to be normed (in general with different norms: the case with X defined as a normed space having the norm induced by Y is trivial in this context, since in such situation we would certainly have X=LH(X,Y)). In this paper, when we talk about LH(X,Y), we tacitly assume (if not specified otherwise) that X ⊂ Y are normed spaces consisting of maps f : S 1 → S 2 (normed spaces), where S 1,2 are fixed (i.e. all the maps in X and Y are from the same S 1 to the same S 2 ). The structure of this paper is as follows:
• Section 2 is dedicated to some connections of LH to Radon-Riesz property, Schur's property, norm attainment (in a generalised sense) and LHW (a weaker version of LH) • in Section 3 we prove one of the main results of this paper: an important extension Theorem, which states that under some conditions we can renorm in a natural way the space Y , obtaining Y , so that X =LH(X, Y ) (meaning that they have the same elements: here we do not define any norm on LH).
Properties of LH(X,Y) and its relations with other notions
In the first part of this section we introduce some concepts that will be then used to study some properties of LH. We start by the following generalised version of norm attainment. For a detailed discussion on norm attainment for linear functionals and the different kind of norm attainment for Lipschitz maps, see [1, 8] .
Definition 2.1. Consider a normed space X consisting of functions T : S 1 → S 2 , where S 1 , S 2 are fixed normed spaces (i.e. they are the same for all the maps in X), such that the norm is either:
where A ⊆ S 1 is a fixed set and δ :
is the union of these images over all the maps T ∈ X)). We say that a function f ∈ X strongly attains its X-norm at some
Obviously, the function δ X must be such that · X is an actual norm. We will also deal with the following weaker version of LH:
for n enough large.
We also consider the following weaker version of norm attainment. We notice that the definitions of norm attainment given in [1] can be generalised as we did for strong norm attainment, but we will not do it here. Definition 2.3. Consider a normed space X consisting of functions T : S 1 → S 2 , where S 1 , S 2 are fixed metric spaces, with norm given by either (2.2) or (2.3). Consider a normed space Y ⊃ X with a norm defined by any of the two said equations, but with the sup (or the inf) over a set B 2 (where A ⊆ B ⊆ S 1 ), and with δ Y instead of δ X (they can also be the same). We say that a function
Before proving some results related to these concepts, we recall some well known properties of normed spaces. In order to do this, we first need the following: Definition 2.4. Let X be a topological vector space. We say that a sequence of points {x n } in X converges weakly to x, and we write x n ⇀ x, if it converges to x in the weak topology.
Remark 2.1. We note the following important characterisation of weak convergence:
A net (x τ ) in X converges in the weak topology to the element x of X if and
Hence, a sequence {x n } (which is a particular case of net) converges in the weak topology to x in X if and only if ∀φ ∈ X * :
where the convergence is here considered as the usual convergence in R or C.
We can now define the two following important properties:
Definition 2.6. A normed space X has the Radon-Riesz property (or X is a Radon-Riesz space) if whenever {x n } is sequence in X such that x n ⇀ x ∈ X and lim n→+∞ x n X = x X , then lim n→+∞ x n − x X = 0.
Finally, we can start to prove some results connecting what we have introduced in this section. The following simple Proposition shows that LHW is indeed a weaker version of LH, because the latter one is always contained in the former.
Proof. Let f ∈ LH(X,Y), and take f n ≡ f ∀n. Then we have that f n Y = f Y = f X and hence ∀ǫ > 0:
, and thus f ∈ LHW(X,Y). Since f was an arbitrary function in LH(X,Y), we conclude that LH(X,Y) ⊆ LHW(X,Y).
The following well known result will be used to prove Lemma 2.2, which is an important tool in the next proofs.
Proof. This easily follows from the fact that:
, and suppose that ∃{f n } given by LHW (i.e. {f n }, f n ∈ Y , is a sequence satisfying property (ii) of Definition 2.2) such that f − f n Y → 0 as n → +∞. Then f ∈ LH(X,Y).
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, we know that f n Y → f Y . This together with the fact that ∀ǫ > 0 and for big n:
We now derive an interesting relation between LH and Schur's property.
, where Y has Schur's property. If ∃{f n } given by LHW such that f n ⇀ f , then f ∈ LH(X,Y).
Proof. Since f n ⇀ f and Y has Schur's property, f − f n Y → 0. By applying Lemma 2.2, the result follows.
A similar relation involving Radon-Riesz property is given by:
Proof. Similar to the previous one.
These lead to the following important result:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that ∀f ∈ LHW(X,Y) (where Y has Schur's property (has Radon-Riesz property, respectively)) there exist a sequence {f n } given by LHW such that f n ⇀ f (f n ⇀ f and f n Y → f Y , respectively). Then LHW(X,Y)=LH(X,Y).
Proof. Use Proposition 2.1, Proposition 2.2 (Proposition 2.3, respectively) and the fact that the assumptions are on every f in LHW(X,Y).
We also state the following Theorem, which also considers (in the second part) a sort of "complementary situation" to LHW.
Proof. Consider the first case (the proof of the second one is similar). Conditions (i) and (iii) implies that f Y ≤ f X . This fact together with condition (ii) gives the result.
We now analyse an interesting connection between the following space and norm attainment:
be such that f strongly attains its Xnorm at some (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ A 2 . Then f weakly attains its (X,Y)-norm at the same point (x 0 , y 0 ).
Proof. Consider a sequence given by LHWA. Then, since f strongly attains its X-norm at (x 0 , y 0 ):
This implies that:
, it follows that f weakly attains its (X,Y)-norm at (x 0 , y 0 ).
A converse link between weak and strong norm attainments is given by the following: Proposition 2.5. Suppose that f ∈ LH(X,Y) weakly attains its (X,Y)-norm at some (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ A 2 and ∃{f n } given by the definition of weak norm attainment such that f − f n Y → 0. Then f strongly attains its X-norm at (x 0 , y 0 ).
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, we know that f n Y → f Y , and since f ∈ LH(X,Y) we have that f Y ≡ f X . By definition of weak norm attainment, these imply that ∀ǫ > 0:
This gives f X = δ X (x 0 , y 0 , f (x 0 ), f (y 0 )), which concludes the proof.
We now prove that weak and strong norm attainments for f together imply, under the condition that f X ≤ f Y , that f belongs to LHW. If it is added a certain convergence condition, we obtain that f belongs to LH. This important result is a useful way to prove that a function belongs to LHW or LH, starting from norm attainment. Theorem 2.3. Suppose that f ∈ X ⊂ Y strongly attains its X-norm at some (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ A 2 and also weakly attains its (X,Y)-norm at the same (x 0 , y 0 ). If f X ≤ f Y , then f ∈ LHW(X,Y). If furthermore ∃{f n } given by the definition of weak norm attainment such that f n Y → f Y , then f ∈ LH(X,Y).
Proof. We know that ∃{f n } such that ∀ǫ > 0 and for n enough large:
By strong norm attainment, we have that δ X (x 0 , y 0 , f (x 0 ), f (y 0 )) = f X . Therefore, we get:
If furthermore there exists a sequence given by the definition of weak norm attainment that satisfies all the previous assumptions of the Proposition, and also the condition f n Y → f Y , we can conclude (by what we have just proved) that ∀ǫ > 0:
Remark 2.2. We note that the second conclusion of Theorem 2.3 does not actually need the assumption that f X ≤ f Y , which only assures that f ∈ LHW(X,Y). We can therefore remove this condition in case we had a sequence {f n } given by the definition of weak norm attainment such that f n Y → f Y . Actually, this inequality will follow from the conclusion itself, since for a function
(where ∧ is the logical operator 'and')
The following interesting Corollary easily follows (the above Remark still holds):
Corollary 2.1. Let X ⊂ Y be normed spaces, and suppose that whenever f ∈ X, there exists (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ A 2 such that f strongly attains its X-norm at (x 0 , y 0 ) and also weakly attains its (X,Y)-norm at (x 0 , y 0 ). Then, if f X ≤ f Y ∀f ∈ X, LHW(X,Y)=X. If furthermore ∀f ∈ X ∃{f n } given by the definition of weak norm attainment such that f n Y → f Y , then LH(X,Y)=LHW(X,Y)=X.
Proof. Just use the above Theorem, noting that the conclusions hold ∀f ∈ X. Obviously, since in general LH(X,Y) ⊆ LHW(X,Y) ⊆ X and in this (second) case we have LH(X,Y)=X, we also have LHW(X,Y)=LH(X,Y)=X. Definition 3.1. Consider a normed space Y and a nonempty subset X of Y. We define the following set valued map P X : Y → P(Y ):
We say that the elements x in P X (y) are the best approximations (or the nearest points) to y ∈ Y . We call X proximinal if P X (y) = ∅ ∀y ∈ Y . We call X finite proximinal if it is proximinal and P X (y) has a finite number of elements ∀y ∈ Y . We call X Chebyshev if it is proximinal and P X (y) is a singleton set ∀y ∈ Y . Notice that every Chebyshev set is finite proximinal.
The main Theorem of this section involves proximinal and Chebyshev spaces, so we state some results that give some examples of these kinds of sets. We briefly recall some important properties; more detailed discussions about them can be found in almost any text on Banach space theory (see, for instance, [9, 10] ). A subset S of a vector space V is convex if for all x, y ∈ S and t ∈ [0, 1], the linear (actually affine) combination (1 − t)x + y belongs to S. A strictly convex space X is a normed space such that:
A space is called uniformly convex if for every ǫ ∈ (0, 2] there is δ > 0 such that, for any x, y | x ≤ 1, y ≤ 1 and x − y ≥ ǫ, one has x+y 2 ≤ 1 − δ. A Banach space X is reflexive if every continuous linear functional on X attains its maximum on the closed unit ball in X (this characterisation of reflexivity is known as James' Theorem; for a discussion on James'-type results, see for instance [18] ). 
Note that L p (µ) is a particular case of this space (just take Y= R, with the usual Euclidean norm | · |, and similarly for the complex case). Proof. See point b in Theorem 1.1 in [12] , and the slightly different definition of proximinality given there (i.e. X proximinal in Y is assumed to be closed and convex, and Y is considered Banach. In our definition, which is the same given in [11] , we do not require in general these conditions). See this paper for some other results of this kind.
We now define two properties that will be used in our main result (as usual, here the norms on X and Y are considered different in general):
for every y 1 , y 2 ∈ Y . Notice that a normed Chebyshev space is triangular when (x is the unique element in P X (y 1 + y 2 ), and x 1 , x 2 are the unique elements in P X (y 1 ), P X (y 2 ) respectively):
We notice that a normed Chebyshev space is always bounded proximinal, because ∀y ∈ Y the unique element in P X (y) has finite norm (by definition of norm). When we say that a space is triangular proximinal or bounded proximinal, we always tacitly assume that it is normed.
We can finally state and prove our main:
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a nonempty subset of a normed space Y. Suppose that X is a normed space under any · X (in general different from the norm induced by · Y ). If X is a triangular bounded proximinal space, then the following is a seminorm on Y:
and it is a norm on the quotient space Y := Y · /N , where Y · is Y under the above seminorm, and
Furthermore, we have that X=LH(X, Y ).
Proof. We start by proving that · Y is a seminorm on Y , and thus a norm on Y . First of all, notice that · Y : Y → [0, +∞) (it cannot be +∞ because X is proximinal bounded). Moreover, f ≡ 0 implies that (g ∈ X):
and the unique element g in X satisfying this property is g ≡ 0. Hence:
The triangle inequality:
is satisfied ∀f 1 , f 2 ∈ Y because X is triangular. We now turn to the last property:
When a = 0, this obviously holds. For the other cases, we have by definition: af Y = sup g∈PX (af ) g X As noted in Remark 3.1, g ∈ P X (af ) ⇔ af − g Y ≤ af − h Y ∀h ∈ X. The second condition can be rephrased in the following way:
But since we know that h a is any element of X because it is a (vector) normed space, and the best approximations to f are given in P X (f ), we can conclude that g a (which is by the above inequality a best approximation to f ) coincides with an element of P X (f ), say g ≡ g a . Therefore, we have that: P X (af ) = aP X (f ) (3.8) from which follows that af Y = |a| f Y Thus, · Y is a seminorm on Y. It is not necessarily a norm, because f Y = 0 implies that sup g∈PX (f ) g X = 0, and hence that g ≡ 0, but this does not necessarily imply that f ≡ 0.
We now verify that f X ≡ f Y ∀f ∈ X. It is clear that, if f ∈ X, then P X (f ) = {f } (this follows from Remark 3.1 and from the fact that f − g Y = 0 ⇔ f ≡ g). Therefore:
We now only need to verify that X ⊂ Y . Since obviously 0 ∈ Y , we have to check that there is no f ∈ X \ {0} : f Y = 0. But for what we have just proved, this is the same as f X , which is a norm and hence is equal to 0 if and only if f ≡ 0. Thus, X ⊂ Y . We can therefore conclude that X=LH(X, Y ).
Remark 3.2. We explicitely notice that, since a (normed) Chebyshev space is bounded proximinal, the above result also holds when X is (normed) triangular Chebyshev.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a new interesting function space consisting of 'norm maintaining functions'. We have then found an important extension Theorem (Theorem 3.1) and we have also proved some interesting results connecting this new space with other known concepts (and in particular with norm attainment). We think that this work can be continued in at least two directions: by finding other extension theorems (using different renormings of Y so that X=LH(X,Y)) and by studying the various relations between LH (and LHW) and all the (generalised) notions of norm attainment (some of them given, for instance, in [1] ).
